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Car holder ESR HaloLock CryoBoost with Qi inductive charger, MagSafe (black)

ESR HaloLock CryoBoost car holder with Qi inductive charger, MagSafe (black)
Car  holder  is  a  practical  accessory  that  should  be  in  every  car's  equipment!  ESR  Halolock  CryoBoost  stably  holds  your  phone  in  the
selected position thanks to built-in high-quality magnets. It allows wireless charging with a power of up to 15W and is compatible with the
MagSafe standard. You can easily mount it in the air vents.
 
Innovative fast charging technology
Discover  the  power  and  efficiency  of  CryoBoost!  Unlike  standard  MagSafe  chargers,  ESR's  proprietary  CryoBoost  technology  uses  a
built-in fan and innovative components that effectively dissipate heat. So you don't have to worry about overheating your device while it
is renewing its energy. With ESR HaloLock CryoBoost charging will not only be faster, but also more efficient! 
 
Wireless charging
Now charging is simpler and more convenient than ever before.  The inductive charger offers fast charging of up to 15W. This will renew
your iPhone 14's power to 100% in just over 2.5 hours! All you have to do is place your phone on the charger and it will automatically
start the charging process - no need to connect cables or look for the right port. See for yourself how convenient it is!
 
Unparalleled stability
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The holder is equipped with strong magnets that guarantee the necessary stability even when driving on uneven ground! Their holding
power, combined with the HaloLock case, is as much as 3,000g, so you don't have to worry about your phone unexpectedly falling and
being damaged. What's more, you can position your smartphone both vertically and horizontally - nothing stands in your way! 
 
	Manufacturer
	ESR
	Color
	Black
	Charging power
	5W / 7.5W / 10W / 15W 
	Compatibility
	iPhone 14 / 13 / 12 (Pro / Mini / Pro Max), MagSafe case, ESR HaloLock case, HaloLock Universal Ring adapter
	Weight
	127 g
	Dimensions
	71 x 71 x 117 mm

Price:

€ 41.30
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